Reduce Risk
with A Free
Label or Sign
Assessment

“

With over 15,000 clients
in more than 50 countries,
zero have had warningsbased allegations brought
against them.

Yo u r S a f e t y P a r t n e r

”

Safety and liability go hand in hand with meeting current safety
standards. These standards are continually changing – and it’s
important to consistently use the latest ones on your warnings.
Otherwise, your product users, employees and your business may
be at risk. With Clarion Safety’s expertise, we can review the labels
on your products or the signs in your workplace to ensure they’re
up-to-date, meeting today’s requirements.

How Your Labels and Signs May Be Inadequate
YESTERDAY

TODAY

Our Unparalleled Credentials
• ISO 9001:2015 Certified
• UL® Approved for PGDQ2; UL® Mark Certified Printer
• 3M Preferred Converter
• Member ANSI Z535 Committee
• Member U.S. TAG to ISO/TC 145
• Member U.S. TAG to ISO/TC 283

Many product manufacturers and facility managers aren’t using
today’s best practices for their safety labels and signs – both
in individual cases as well as consistently across product lines
and markets or company divisions and locations. This can lead
to safety and liability issues. During assessments, we frequently
uncover issues related to:
•

Outdated label and sign designs and formats

•

Lack of symbols or standards-based symbols

•

Incorrect signal words related to the hazard

•

Missing complete hazard information

•

Overwarning and consolidation opportunities
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Reduce Risk
with A Free
Label or Sign
Assessment
To learn more, scan or visit:
clarionsafety.com/label-sign-assessments

Why Choose a Clarion Safety Assessment?
By working with you to review your labels or signs, we can help you improve safety and reduce liability risk. During a
personalized assessment – which we offer free of charge and with no strings attached – you’ll get a better understanding
of today’s safety communication best practices and learn tangible ways to optimize your label or sign program.
The result: more effective labels and signs and even the potential for cost savings due to consolidating warnings.

Our Label and Sign Assessment Process
How do we collaborate with you to complete your customized assessment? The process is easy, and can be done
through email or a conference call – and in some cases, a site visit. Here’s how it works:
• Schedule your assessment
• Review your labels or signs and provide best practices
• Discuss optimization opportunities – free of charge and with no obligation

Clarion Safety: Distinctive Competence That’s Proven Effective
Expertise: Our best practice products have proven effectiveness. With 15,000+ clients and nearly 100 million labels
and signs in use, zero Clarion Safety customers have had “failure to warn” or “inadequate warnings” allegations brought
against them.
Guidance: We focus on a hands-on approach to guide customers to safety label and sign choices in line with their
needs AND the latest standards. 100% of our customer service team is “Clarion Essentials” certified, a proprietary,
standards-based education curriculum.
Service: We’ve perfected a design and ordering process that’s fast, easy and precise, so that we deliver when you want
AND we get it right: 99.5% of our orders are delivered on-time, and they’re received with 99.1% satisfaction.
Partnership: We specialize in helping customers get up-to-date – and stay there. We’re committed to being your
partner in safety by offering free safety label and sign assessments.
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